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Chemical reaction arrow means

The Meaning + symbol is used to separate a reacter or product from another substance used to separate the reacting substance from the product - it is pronounced output or production when the equation is read used when the reaction can proceed in both directions - this is called a balanced arrow and will be used later in the process ( g)
indicates that the substance is in an alternative gas state representing a substance in a gas state(s) indicates that the substance is in a solid state, another way to represent a substance in a solid state (aq) indicates that the substance is dissolved in water - aq comes from water indicates that heat is applied to make the reaction proceed.
Chemical reaction A chemical equation is a symbol of a chemical reaction in the form of symbols and form formulas, in which reaction objects are given on the left side and product objects on the right side. [1] The metrics next to the symbols and formulas of the bodies are the absolute values of stoichiometric numbers. The first chemical
equation was diagrammed by Jean Beguin in 1615. [2] Formation of chemical reactions A chemical equation consists of chemical form formulas of reacting substances (starting substances) and chemical form formulas of products (substances formed in chemical reactions). Both are separated by an arrow symbol (→ {\displaystyle
\rightarrow }, often read as output) and the chemical formula of each individual substance is separated from others by a plus sign. For example, the equation for the reaction of hydrochloric acid to sodium can be expressed: 2 HCl + 2 Na → 2 NaCl + H2 This equation will be read as two HCl plus two Na output two NaCl and H two. But, for
equations involving complex chemicals, instead of reading its lower letters and indicators, chemical formulas are read using the name IUPAC. Using the name IUPAC, this equation will be read as hydrochloric acid plus sodium that produces sodium chloride and hydrogen gas. This equation indicates that sodium and HCl react with nacl
and H2 forms. It also indicates that two sodium molecules are needed for each of the two hydrochloric acid molecules and the reaction will form two molecules of sodium chloride and one diatomic molecular of hydrogen gas molecules for each of the two hydrochloric acid and two rea reaction sodium molecules. The stoichiometric metrics
(the numbers in front of chemical form formulas) are the result of the law of mass conservation and the law of the conservation of charged electricity (see Balancing the section chemistry equation below for more information). Common icons Icons are used to distinguish between different types of reactions. To express the type of reaction:
[1] = {\displaystyle =} icon used to express a stoichiometric relationship. → {\displaystyle \rightarrow } is used to express a forward response. ⇄ {\displaystyle \rightleftarrows } is used to indicate reactions in both directions. [3] ↽ − − ⇀ {\displaystyle {\ce {&amp;==&gt;}}} is used to express ebalance. [4] The physical state of chemicals is
also often stated in parentheses after chemical symbols, especially for ion reactions. When stated physical state, (s) displays a solid, (l) that displays a liquid, (g) displays a gas and (aq) shows an ammation of water. If the reaction requires energy, it is indicated above the arrow. Delta capital letters (Δ {\displaystyle \Delta } [5]) are placed
on the reaction arrow to show that energy in thermal form is added to the reaction. The expression h ν {\displaystyle hu } [6] is used as an icon to replenish energy as light. Other symbols are used for other specific types of energy or radiation. Balancing chemical equations Seen from ch4 + 2 O2 equations → CO2 + 2 H2O, Factor 2 must
be pre-placed oxygen on the reaction side and before water on the product side so that, according to the law of mass conservation, the number of each element does not change in the P4O10 + 6 H2O reaction → 4 H3PO4 This chemical equation is being balanced by first by the H3PO4 cause with four to match the number of Atoms P,
and then to cause H2O by six to match the number of Atoms H and O. Law of Mass Conservation dictation that the number of each element does not change in a chemical reaction. Therefore, each side of the chemical equation must represent the same number of any particular element. Similarly, the electricity is preserved in a chemical
reaction. Therefore, the same electricity must be present on both sides of the ebalance equation. A balance of a chemical equation by changing the directionless number for each chemical formula. Simple chemical equations can be balanced by testing, that is, by testing and errors. Another technique involves solving a linear equation
system. The balancing equation is written with the smallest ins ins ins ins ins. If there is no pre-chemical formula, the number is 1. The test method can be outlined as placing a 1-pointer in front of the most complex chemical formula and placing other factors before everything else so that both sides of the arrow have the same number of
each atom. If any segment fractional number exists, by each meast the smallest number required to make them whole, usually the number sample of the segment fractional number for a response to a single segment meast. For example, seen in the image above, the combustion of methane will be balanced by placing a 1st metric before
CH4: 1 CH4 + O2 → CO2 + H2O Because there is a carbon on each side of the arrow, the first atom (carbon) is balanced. Look at the next atom on the right side there are two atoms, while the left side has four. To balance hydrogen, 2 go ahead of H2O, bringing: 1 CH4 + O2 → CO2 + 2 H2O The final atomic test is balanced (oxygen)
showing that the right side has four atoms, while the left side has two. It can be balanced by placing a 2 before O2, giving the equation balance: CH4 + 2 O2 → CO2 + 2 H2O This equation does not have any 2 in front of CH4 and CO2, as the 1st weight is reduced. Matrix Method In general, any chemical equation involving different J
molecules can be written as follows: ∑ j = 1 J ν j R j = 0 {\displaystyle \sum _{j=1}^{J}u _{j}R_{j}=0} of which Rj is the symbol for the j-th molecular, and νj is the stoichiometric system for the j-th , positive for the product, negative for the reactive substance (or vice versa). A properly balanced chemical equation will then follow: ∑ j = 1 J a i j ν



j = 0 {\displaystyle \sum _{j=1}^{J}a_{ij}u _{j}=0} where the aij component matrix is the atomic number of element i in the j element. Any vector, when operated by a component matrix that delivers a no vector, is believed to be a member of the nucleus or null space of the operator. Any member of aij's null space will serve to balance a
chemical equation involving a set of J molecules that include the system. A preferred stoichiometric vector is one in which all its elements can be converted into ineate numbers without dividing common numbers by factoring with a consistent constant. In general, the component matrix is degenerative: That is, not all of its rows will be
linearly independent. In other words, the rank (JR) of the component matrix is usually smaller than the number of columns (J). According to rank-nullity theo200, the null space of aij will be J-JR size and this number is called nullity (JN) of aij. The problem of balancing a chemical equation then becomes the problem of determining the
dimensional Null JN space of the component matrix. It is important to note that only for JN = 1, there will be a single solution. For JN&gt;1 there will be countless solutions to the balance problem, but only JN among them will be independent: If JN's independent solutions to the balance problem can be found, then any other solution will be
a linear combination of these solutions. If JN = 0, there will be no solution to the balance problem. Techniques have been developed[7][8] to quickly calculate a set of JN's independent solutions to the problem of balancing and outperforming the test method and the number at which they are decisive and provide all solutions to the problem
of balance. Ion equation An ion equation is a chemical equation in which electrolyses are written as di centrifuming ions. The ion equation is used for single and double shift reactions that occur in a solution. For example, in Rain reaction: CaCl 2 + 2 AgNO 3 ⟶ Ca ( NO 3 ) 2 + 2 AgCl ↓ {\displaystyle {\ce {CaCl2 + 2AgNO3 -&gt; Ca(NO3)2
+ 2 AgCl(v)}}} full ion equation is: Ca 2 + + + 2 Cl − + 2 Ag + 2 NO 3 − ⟶ Ca 2 + + 2 NO 3 − + 2 AgCl ↓ {\displaystyle {\ce {Ca^2+ + 2Cl^- + 2 Ca^2+ + 2NO3^- + 2AgCl(v) )}}} or, with all physical states including: Ca 2 + ( aq ) + 2 Cl − ( aq ) + 2 Ag + ( aq ) + 2 NO 3 − ( aq ) ⟶ Ca 2 + ( aq ) + 2 NO 3 − ( aq ) + 2 AgCl ↓ {\displaystyle {\ce
{Ca ^2+(aq) + 2Cl^-(aq) + 2Ag+(aq) + 2NO3^{-}(aq) -&gt; Ca^2+(aq) + 2NO3^{-}(aq) + 2AgCl(v)} , Ca2+ and NO3− ions remain in the solution and are not part of the reaction. That is, these ions are identical in both the reaction side and the product side of the chemical equation. Because such ions are not involved in the reaction, they are
called spectator ions. A net ion equation is the full ion equation from which audience ions have been removed. [9] The net ion equation of the conducting reactions is: 2 Cl − − + 2 Ag + 2 AgCl ↓ {\displaystyle {\ce {2Cl^- + 2Ag+ -&gt; 2AgCl(v)} or, in reduced balance form, Ag + + Cl − ⟶ AgCl ↓ {\displaystyle {\\ce AgCl(v)}}} In neutral or
acid/three-dimensional reactions, the net ion equation will usually be: H+(aq) + OH−(aq) → H2O(l) There are several acid/three-root reactions An example is the reaction of barium hydroxide with phosphorus acid, which produces not only water but also insoluble salt bari phosphate. In this response, there is no audience ion, so the net ion
equation resembles the full ion equation. 3 Ba ( OH ) 2 + 2 H 3 PO 4 ⟶ 6 H 2 O + Ba 3 ( PO 4 ) 2 ↓ {\displaystyle {\ce {3Ba(OH)2 + 2H3PO4 -&gt; 6H2O + Ba3(PO4)2(v)}}} 3 Ba 2 + + + 6 6 H + + 2 PO 4 3 − ⏟ phosphate ⟶ 6 H 2 O + Ba 3 ( PO 4 ) 2 ↓ ⏟ bari phosphate {\displaystyle {\ce {{3Ba^{2}+}}}{6OH^{-}}{6H+}}+\underbrace {\ce
{2PO4^{3}-}} _{\ce {phosphate}}{\ce {-&gt;{6H2O}+\underbrace {Ba3(PO4)2(v)} _{bari~phosphate}}}} Phản ứng dịch chuyển kép có phản ứng cacbonat với axit có phương trình ion ròng: 2 H + + CO 3 2 − ⏟ cacbonat ⟶ H 2 O + CO 2 ↑ {\displaystyle {\ce {2H+}_\underbrace {{\ce {CO3^2-}}} _{{\ce {carbonate}{\ce {-&gt; H2O + CO2 (^)}}}
Nếu mỗi ion là một ion khán giả thì không có phản ứng , and the net ion equation is null. Generally, if zj is a multiple of the basic charge on the j-th molecular, the charge neutrality can be written as: ∑ j = 1 J z j ν j = 0 {\displaystyle \sum _{j=1}^{J}z_{j}u _{j}=0} of which νj is the stoichio number described above. Zj can be combined[7][8] as
an additional row in the aij matrix described above, and a properly balanced ion equation will then also follow: ∑ j = 1 J a i j ν j = 0 \sum _{j=1}^{J}a_{ij}u _{j}=0} References ^ a b IUPAC, Compendium of Chemical Terminology, 2nd edition (Gold Book) (1997). Online repair version: (2006–) chemical reaction equation. doi:10.1351/goldbook.
C01034 ^ Crosland, M.P. (1959). The use of diagrams as chemical 'equations' in lectures by William Cullen and Joseph Black. Scientific chronicles. 15 (2): 75–90. doi:10.1080/00033795900200088. ^ The ⇄ {\displaystyle \rightleftarrows } was proposed in 1884 by Dutch chemistry jacobus Henricus van 't Hoff. See: van 't Hoff, J.H. (1884).
Études de Dynamique Chemique [Studies of chemical dynamics] (in French). Amsterdam, Netherlands: Frederik Muller & Co. on May 4. Van 't Hoff called the responses not completed as limited responses. From pages 4–5: Or M. Pfaundler a relié ces deux phénomênes ... s'accomplit en ame temps dans deux sens opposés. (Now Mr.
Pfaundler has joined these two phenomena in a single concept by considering the observed limits as a result of two opposite reactions, driving one of the examples cited to form sea salts [i.e., NaCl] and nitric acid, [and] another to hydrochloric acid and sodium nitrate. This review, which the experiment confirms, justified the expression of
chemical balance, used to describe the final state of the limited reactions. I would suggest translated this expression with the following symbol: HCl + NO3 Na ⇄ {\displaystyle \rightleftarrows } NO3 H + Cl Na. Therefore, I replace, in this case, the = mark in the chemical equation with the ⇄ sign {\displaystyle \rightleftarrows } , which in
reality does not show equality but also shows the direction of reaction. This clearly shows that a chemical action occurs simultaneously in opposite directions.) ^ The ↽ − − ⇀ {\displaystyle {\ce {&amp;==&gt;}}} was proposed by Hugh Marshall in 1902. See: Marshall, Hugh (1902). It is recommended to modify the signs of equality for use in
chemical notation. Yearnies of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. 24: 85–87. doi:10.1017/S0370164600007720. ^ The symbol is better expressed as a simple triangle (¡), originally a chemical symbol for fire. ^ This symbol comes from the Planck equation for the energy of the photon, E = h ν {\displaystyle E=hu } . It is sometimes mistakenly
written with a 'v' (vee) instead of the Greek letter ' ν {\displaystyle u } ' (nu) ^ a 5 Thorne, Lawrence R. (2010). An innovative approach to balancing the chemical reaction equation: A simple matrix reversal technique to define the Null Matrix space. Chem. Educator. 15: 304–308. arXiv:1110.4321. 5 Holmes, Dylan (2015). The insight of
space null into the chemical balance. Dylan Holmes. Retrieved October 10, 2017. James E. Brady; Frederick Senese; - Neil D. Jespersen (December 14, 2007). Chemistry: matter and John Wiley & Sons. ISBN 9780470120941. LCCN 2007033355. Taken from
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